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The spindle checkpoint is the prime cell-cycle control
mechanism that ensures sister chromatids are bio-
riented before anaphase takes place. Aurora B
kinase, the catalytic subunit of the chromosome
passenger complex, both destabilizes kinetochore
attachments that do not generate tension and simul-
taneously maintains the spindle checkpoint signal.
However, it is unclear how the checkpoint is silenced
following chromosome biorientation. We demon-
strate that association of type 1 phosphatase
(PP1Dis2) with both the N terminus of Spc7 and the
nonmotor domains of the Klp5-Klp6 (kinesin-8)
complex is necessary to counteract Aurora B kinase
to efficiently silence the spindle checkpoint. The role
of Klp5 and Klp6 in checkpoint silencing is specific to
this class of kinesin and independent of their motor
activities. These data demonstrate that at least two
distinct pools of PP1, one kinetochore associated
and the other motor associated, are needed to
silence the spindle checkpoint.
INTRODUCTION
The accurate and equal segregation of genetic material to
daughter cells is ensured by the attachment of sister chromatids
to dynamic spindle microtubules from opposite spindle poles,
a process known as chromosome biorientation. Microtubules
associate with a specialized multiprotein structure built on the
centromeric DNA of each chromosome, known as the kineto-
chore. The establishment of chromosome biorientation requires
that only tension-bearing kinetochore-microtubule connections
are stabilized, whereas those that do not generate tension are
destabilized. A recent model explains how this is achieved
(Lampson and Cheeseman, 2011). The interaction of kineto-
chores with microtubules is governed by dynamic changes in
the phosphorylation of key proteins at the microtubule-kineto-
chore interface. Phosphorylation of these proteins is largely
catalyzed by Aurora B kinase, a component of the chromosome
passenger complex, which resides at the inner-centromere
region during early mitosis (Ruchaud et al., 2007). MicrotubuleDevelconnections that do not generate tension fail to separate Aurora
B kinase from proteins at the outer kinetochore. This promotes
phosphorylation of several components of the KMN complex,
including Ndc80, KNL-1, and Dsn1, which inhibits microtubule
binding to the kinetochore (Andrews et al., 2004; Welburn
et al., 2010). When tension is applied across the sister chroma-
tids (centromere stretch), the outer kinetochore is pulled away
from the inner centromere, thereby separating Aurora B kinase
from its substrates. The application of tension also promotes
interaction of type 1 phosphatase, PP1, with the N terminus of
KNL-1, which reverses Aurora kinase-dependent phosphoryla-
tion of proteins at the outer kinetochore to stabilize tension-
bearing microtubule-kinetochore attachments (Liu et al., 2010).
The kinetochore not only provides the mechanical linkage
between microtubules and chromosomes but also acts as
a signal transducer to link the movement of chromosomes to
cell-cycle progression (Cheeseman and Desai, 2008). In partic-
ular the kinetochore provides the platform for the action of
a surveillance system, known as the spindle assembly check-
point (SAC), which ensures that sister chromatids do not sepa-
rate until all chromosomes are correctly bioriented (Musacchio
and Salmon, 2007). Components of the checkpoint include the
Mad1, Mad2, BubR1(Mad3), and Bub3 proteins and the Bub1,
Mps1(Mph1), and Aurora B kinases. The checkpoint is activated
when individual kinetochores are not bound to spindle microtu-
bules or not under tension. Upon activation at the kinetochore,
Mad2 andMad3 bind to and inhibit Cdc20, an essential activator
of an E3 ubiquitin ligase known as the anaphase-promoting
complex/cyclosome (APC/C). When the checkpoint is satisfied,
the spindle checkpoint signal is silenced, and the Cdc20-APC/
C is activated. This triggers the polyubiquitination of securin
and cyclin, which allows the dissolution of sister chromatid cohe-
sion and mitotic progression. However, the molecular mecha-
nism(s) by which the spindle checkpoint is switched off following
chromosome biorientation is not well understood. Two recent
studies indicate that intrakinetochore stretch, rather than centro-
mere (interkinetochore) stretch, is necessary and sufficient to
satisfy the spindle checkpoint (Maresca and Salmon, 2009;
Uchida et al., 2009).
A number of spindle checkpoint-silencing mechanisms have
been proposed in mammalian cells. These include dynein-
dependent stripping of checkpoint proteins, particularly Mad2,
from the kinetochore. Dynein is recruited to the kinetochore by
Spindly (Gassmann et al., 2010). Others have suggested that
p31comet, a conformation-specific inhibitor of Mad2, helps toopmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 739
Figure 1. Association of Dis2 with Spc7 at
Kinetochores Is Tension Regulated and
Essential for Viability
(A) Tension-regulated binding of Dis2 to kineto-
chores in mitosis. Log phase dis2+ and dis2-gfp
cultures (cycling) or the same cells arrested in
mitosis by overexpression of mph1 either before
(CBZ) or after treatment with CBZ (+CBZ) for
10 min were fixed. Enrichment of Dis2 at the
central core region (black bar) or innermost
repeats (white bar) was analyzed by ChIP. Error
bars correspond to standard deviation. See also
Figure S1A.
(B) Protein alignments of the N terminus of fission
yeast Spc7 and its homologs from budding yeast,
human, worm, fruit fly, and chicken. Two PP1-
binding consensus sites are highlighted in red.
(C) Two PP1-binding sites of Spc7 contribute to
the interaction of Spc7 and Dis2 in vitro. GST-
Spc7 fusion protein or mutant proteins missing
either one of both PP1-binding sites were mixed
with cell extracts of dis2-3Pk cells. Interaction
following affinity precipitation with GSH-agarose
was analyzed by western blot. Input proteins are
shown by Coomassie stain.
(D) Both PP1-binding sites in Spc7 are required for
cell viability. Dspc7 cells expressing either nothing
or a wild-type copy of spc7 or mutant alleles
lacking either one or both PP1-binding sites were
kept alive by a ura4 containing episomal plasmid
expressing wild-type spc7. The phenotype of
mutants was revealed by replica plating onto
media containing 5-FOA.
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PP1 Bound to Spc7 and Klp5-Klp6 Silences the SACsilence the spindle checkpoint, but it is unclear how this pathway
is controlled (Xia et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2007). Notably, these
silencingmechanisms are unlikely to be evolutionarily conserved
because fungi lack homologs of Spindly and p31comet, and
dynein is not essential for spindle checkpoint inactivation in
yeast (Courtheoux et al., 2007). By contrast, two recent reports
indicate that, in budding and fission yeast, PP1 opposes Aurora
B kinase in maintaining the spindle checkpoint (Pinsky et al.,
2009; Vanoosthuyse and Hardwick, 2009). In this paper we
examine whether association of PP1 with Spc7, the fission yeast
homolog of KNL-1, controls spindle checkpoint signaling and
whether other PP1 targeting factors are required.
RESULTS
Association of PP1Dis2 with Fission Yeast Kinetochores
Is Tension Dependent
Fission yeast contains two PP1 enzymes, Dis2 and Sds21, which
share an essential overlapping function in mitosis (Ohkura et al.,
1989). PP1Dis2 binds the central core region of centromeres,
whereas PP1Sds21 only does so in the absence of PP1Dis2 (Al-
varez-Tabares et al., 2007). To examine whether interaction of
PP1Dis2 with the fission yeast kinetochore is cell-cycle regulated,
we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (chIP) analysis in
both log phase and cell-cycle arrested nmt41-mph1 cells. Under
repressive conditions cells cycle normally, but when the nmt41
promoter is derepressed, cells arrest in mitosis, due to ectopic
activation of the spindle checkpoint, but with short spindles
and separated centromeres, indicating that kinetochores are740 Developmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Iunder tension (Karen May and K.G.H., unpublished data). We
observed substantial enrichment of PP1Dis2 at centromeres 1
and 2 in mph1-overexpressing cells relative to log phase
cultures, although some Dis2 was detected at kinetochores
throughout the cell cycle (Figure 1A; see Figure S1A available
online). To examine whether association of PP1Dis2 with the
kinetochore in M phase is regulated by microtubule kinetochore
attachment or tension, carbendazim (CBZ), a microtubule-
depolymerizing agent, was added to M phase-arrested cells.
This caused a decrease, but not abolition, of the binding of
PP1Dis2 to centromeres 1 and 2 (Figure 1A). These data suggest
that, like in C. elegans and human cells, association of PP1 with
fission yeast kinetochores is regulated by the application
of tension across sister chromatids by spindle microtubules
(Liu et al., 2010).
Association of PP1Dis2 with Spc7 Is Required
for Efficient Spindle Checkpoint Silencing
Regulated targeting of PP1 to the kinetochore protein KNL-1
opposes the activity of Aurora B kinase (Liu et al., 2010). Despite
repeated efforts under different conditions, we have failed to
identify PP1Dis2 in TAP-tag purifications of the Ndc80/Mis12/
Spc7 (NMS) complex. Similarly, to our knowledge, Spc7, the
fission yeast homolog of KNL-1, has not been identified in immu-
noprecipitates with PP1Dis2 (Liu et al., 2005; V.V. and K.G.H.,
unpublished data). Nevertheless, the N terminus of Spc7
contains two conserved consensus PP1-binding sites: KGILK
(referred to as motif A), and RRVSF (referred to as motif B) (Hen-
drickx et al., 2009; Wakula et al., 2003) (Figure 1B). To assessnc.
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PP1 Bound to Spc7 and Klp5-Klp6 Silences the SACwhether fission yeast Spc7 can interact with PP1Dis2 in vitro, we
purified a GST-Spc7(1-283) fusion protein from bacteria and
incubated it with lysates from dis2-3Pk cells. PP1Dis2 bound
strongly to the N terminus of Spc7 following affinity purification
and western blot (Figure 1C). To assess the role of the putative
PP1-binding sites, fusion proteins were produced in which
amino acids 46–50 (GST-Spc7(PP1-DA)) or amino acids 111–
115 (GST-Spc7(DPP1-B)) or both (GST-Spc7(PP1-DAB)) were
removed, and their ability to affinity precipitate PP1Dis2 from
cell lysates was assessed. Strikingly, PP1Dis2 bound to both
Spc7(PP1-DA) and Spc7(PP1-DB) fusion proteins, but not to
the Spc7(PP1-DAB) fusion protein, indicating that both A and B
motifs bind PP1Dis2 in vitro (Figure 1C). Similar results were
obtained by two-hybrid analysis (Figures S1B and S1C). We
note that binding of PP1Dis2 to Spc7(PP1-DA) and Spc7(PP1-
DB) single mutants is considerably weaker than to wild-type
GST-Spc7, suggesting that the two motifs may bind coopera-
tively to PP1Dis2 (Figure 1C).
To assess the role of PP1Dis2 binding to Spc7 in vivo, we intro-
duced a copy of wild-type spc7+, spc7(PP1-DA), spc7(PP1-DB),
or spc7(PP1-DAB) mutants into a spc7::natMX6 haploid strain
expressing wild-type spc7+ on an episomal plasmid containing
the ura4+ gene (pIRT2u-spc7). These strains were replica plated
to media containing 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) to select against
the pIRT2u-spc7 plasmid. This revealed that both PP1-binding
motif A and motif B are essential for cell proliferation (Figure 1D).
The experiment was repeated in cells deleted formad3 ormad2,
components of the mitotic checkpoint complex (MCC). Remark-
ably, spc7(PP1-DB) Dmad3 and spc7(PP1-DB) Dmad2 cells
readily lost the pIRT2u-spc7 plasmid, suggesting that the prime
defect in spc7(PP1-DB) cells is arrest due to hyperactivation of
the spindle checkpoint (Figures 1D and S2A). By contrast,
neither spc7(PP1-DA) nor spc7(PP1-DAB) mutants were
rescued by loss of mad2 or mad3, indicating that the A motif
has an important role(s) in establishing stable microtubule-kinet-
ochore attachments (Figures 1D and S2A), although we cannot
formally assign this to a failure to bind PP1Dis2.
To directly assess the role of the Spc7-bound pool of PP1 in
checkpoint silencing, we employed a recently described assay
that relies onmonitoring Cdc13 (cyclin B) degradation by fluores-
cence microscopy in single nda3-KM311 (b-tubulin) cells, which
are arrested in mitosis at the restrictive temperature due to a lack
of spindle microtubules (Vanoosthuyse and Hardwick, 2009). In
this assay the SAC is inactivated by addition of 1NMPP1 to
mitotically arrested nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-GFP cells.
Addition of 1NMPP1 selectively inhibits analog-sensitive Ark1
kinase (Hauf et al., 2007) and, in doing so, promotes silencing
of the spindle checkpoint signal. In this situation PP1Dis2 is
essential for dissociation of Mad2 and Mad3 from the APC/C
and for activation of the APC/C complex, which triggers cyclin
B destruction (Vanoosthuyse and Hardwick, 2009). However,
because both PP1-binding motifs in Spc7 are essential for
viability, we needed to construct a conditional mutant to assess
the role of PP1-binding mutants in this assay. Notably, we find
that spc7(PP1-DA), spc7(PP1-DB), and spc7(PP1-DAB) alleles
can rescue the temperature sensitivity of an spc7-23 mutant
(Kerres et al., 2007) at high temperature (Figure S2B). Because
the Spc7-23 protein has a mutation that prevents it from binding
to kinetochores at high temperature, this heteroallelic comple-Develmentation suggests that a nonkinetochore-bound population
of Spc7, which can bind PP1Dis2, can compensate for kineto-
chore-bound Spc7, which cannot bind PP1Dis2. Indeed, we
find that expression of just the N-terminal 666 amino acids of
spc7 (spc7(1-666)) rescues the lethality of a spc7(PP1-DAB)
mutant, but not if the N-terminal fragment also lacks the ability
to interact with PP1Dis2 (Figure S3A). This suggests that the
Spc7(1-666) protein recruits sufficient PP1 to the microtubule-
kinetochore interface to compensate for the lack of PP1 associ-
ated with kinetochore-bound Spc7. This allowed us to construct
a series of mutants (Figures 2A and S3B). Although all four
mutants are viable, the truncated spc7(1-666) allele does not
fully rescue spc7(PP1-DAB) function because cells spend
a longer time in prometaphase than control cells, as judged by
kinetochore and spindle pole position and the presence of
Cdc13 (cyclin B) on spindles and spindle poles (Figures 2B and
S4A). This analysis also indicates that the B motif (RRVSF) has
a more prominent role than the A motif (KGILK) but that both
contribute to the timing of anaphase onset (Figures 2B and
S4A). Nevertheless, we were able to assess the role of spc7-
PP1-binding mutants in checkpoint silencing using these
constructions because the spc7(1-666) allele does not alter the
efficiency of checkpoint silencing, and the Spc7(1-666) protein
is not bound to kinetochores in the absence of microtubules
(Figures S4B and S4C). Importantly, following forced inactivation
of the checkpoint by chemical inhibition of Ark1 kinase in nda3-
KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-GFP cells, we find that the rate of Cdc13
destruction is unaltered in either spc7(PP1-DA) or spc7(PP1-DB)
mutants compared to wild-type, suggesting that a very limited
amount of PP1Dis2 on kinetochores is sufficient to silence the
checkpoint but is dramatically slowed in the spc7(PP1-DAB)
mutant, although not as effectively as in the absence of PP1Dis2
(Figure 2C). Under the same conditions the rate of dissociation of
the Mad2 and Mad3 checkpoint proteins from the APC/C is also
slower in the spc7(PP1-DAB)mutant compared to wild-type but,
again, is not blocked (Figure 2D). Together, these data suggest
that association of PP1with Spc7 is important, but not absolutely
necessary, for spindle checkpoint silencing, possibly due to the
existence of another spindle checkpoint-silencing pathway.
The Klp5-Klp6 Kinesin Complex Is Required
for Efficient Spindle Checkpoint Silencing
Our observation that an Spc7-bound pool of PP1 is only partially
required for PP1-dependent spindle checkpoint silencing
persuaded us to search for other potential PP1Dis2-targeting
proteins involved in this process. In fission yeast, Bub3 is not
a core component of theMCC, nor is it required for the establish-
ment of the spindle checkpoint, but is instead required for
efficient spindle checkpoint silencing (Tange and Niwa, 2008;
Vanoosthuyse et al., 2009; Windecker et al., 2009). We sought
additional components of the spindle-silencing machinery by
isolating mutants that were synthetically lethal with Dbub3. We
reasoned that if the lethality of a double mutant between
Dbub3 and another silencing factor was due solely to hyperacti-
vation of the spindle checkpoint, one would expect the synthetic
lethality to be bypassed by inactivation of mad3, a core com-
ponent of the MCC. We identified two mutants, Dklp5 and
Dklp6 (kinesin-8), which satisfied these criteria. Tetrad analyses
reveal that Dbub3 Dklp5 double mutants arrest as inviableopmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 741
Figure 2. Association of PP1 with Spc7 Is Required for Efficient Checkpoint Silencing
(A) Schematic of the conditional spc7:ura4 allele or variants lacking either PP1-binding site A or B or both are shown. PP1-binding sites are shown in red, MELT
motifs (Cheeseman et al., 2004) in blue, and the conserved kinetochore-binding domain in gray.
(B) Log phase cultures of wild-type, Ddis2, or spc7 alleles shown in (A) expressing cdc13-gfp were fixed and the percentage of cells with Cdc13 (cyclin B) on
separated spindle poles and spindles assessed. Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
(C) Association of PP1with Spc7 is partly required for checkpoint silencing. nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-gfp cells expressing the spc7 alleles in (A) were arrested
inmitosis and the percentage of cells with Cdc13 on spindle poles assessed after addition of 1NMPP1. Cells lacking Dis2 or containing an analog-insensitive allele
of ark1 are shown as controls. Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
(D) Association of PP1 with Spc7 is partly required for dissociation of the Mad2 and Mad3 checkpoint proteins from the anaphase-promoting complex.
nda3-KM311 lid1-TAPmad2-gfpmad3-gfp ark1-as3 cells either expressing spc7:ura4 or spc7(PP1-DAB):ura4 alleles were arrested in mitosis, and association of
Mad2 and Mad3 with Lid1 was assessed by immunoprecipitation and western blot following addition of either DMSO or 1NMPP1. Asterisks indicate artifactual
cleavage of Mad2-gfp and Mad3-gfp during immunoprecipitation.
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Figure 3. Klp5 and Klp6 Kinesins Are
Required for Efficient Checkpoint Silencing
(A) Abrogation of the SAC rescues the synthetic
lethality of a Dklp5 Dbub3 strain. Tetrad analysis
of a cross between Dklp5 and Dbub3 cells (left
panels) or Dklp5 Dmad3 and Dbub3 Dmad3 cells
(right panels) is shown. Genotype was scored by
replica plating to selectivemedium. Red and green
circles highlight inviable and viable meiotic prod-
ucts respectively. See also Figure S5A.
(B) Cells lacking Klp5 or Klp6 or both are partially
deficient in checkpoint silencing. nda3-KM311
ark1-as3 cdc13-gfp cells or the same cells deleted
for Klp5 (Dklp5), Klp6 (Dklp6), or both (Dklp5Dklp6)
were arrested in mitosis and the percentage of
cells with spindle pole-associated Cdc13 (cyclin
B) assessed after the addition of 1NMPP1. Dashed
lines indicate data from control cultures repro-
duced from a previous figure. Error bars corre-
spond to standard deviation.
(C) The role of Klp5 and Klp6 in checkpoint
silencing is not shared by other fission yeast motor
proteins. nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-gfp cells
bearing deletions in all nonessential kinesins (Klps)
or dynein heavy chain (Dhc1) were arrested in
mitosis and the percentage of cells with spindle
pole-associated Cdc13 (cyclin B) assessed at time
zero and 40 min after the addition of 1NMPP1.
Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
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mutants are viable but slow growing (Figure 3A). Similar results
were obtained by random spore analyses (Figure S5A). Klp5
and Klp6 are members of the kinesin-8 class of plus end-
directed microtubule motor proteins that act at the microtu-
bule-kinetochore interface to direct chromosome congression
in mitosis (Garcia et al., 2002; Tischer et al., 2009; West et al.,
2002). Dklp5 and Dklp6 mutants have indistinguishable effects
on spindle microtubule dynamics, the timing of mitosis, and
accuracy of chromosome segregation, strongly suggesting
that Klp5 and Klp6 act primarily, if not exclusively, as a hetero-
dimer during mitosis (Garcia et al., 2002; West et al., 2002).
Indeed, localization of Klp5 and Klp6 both to kinetochores and
themitotic spindle is dependent on the presence of both proteins
(Unsworth et al., 2008). Strikingly, deletion of either klp5 or klp6
alone or deletion of both klp5 and klp6 partly inhibited spindle
checkpoint silencing in nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-GFP on
addition of 1NMPP1 (Figure 3B). This effect is specific to the
Klp5 and Klp6 kinesins because deletion of other nonessential
kinesins or the dynein motor (Dhc1) had no effect on spindle
checkpoint silencing (Figure 3C). Notably, although loss of
Klp5 only has a marginal effect on the dissociation of Mad2
and Mad3 from APC/C, reintroduction of wild-type copies of
klp5 into Dklp5 cells or klp6 into Dklp6 cells or both genes into
Dklp5 Dklp6 cells rescued the silencing defect, suggesting that
efficient checkpoint silencing requires the Klp5-Klp6 kinesin
heterodimer (Figures 4C–4E and S5B).
The Motor Activity of Klp5 and Klp6 Is Not Required
for Checkpoint Silencing
The involvement of Klp5 and Klp6 kinesins in microtubule-inde-
pendent checkpoint silencing is unexpected because these
proteins are microtubule-dependent molecular motors. ToDevelassess the role of Klp5 and Klp6 motor domains in spindle
checkpoint silencing, we mutated residues G297 and E299 in
Klp5 and residues G296 and E298 in Klp6 in the switch II region
(Browning et al., 2003) of each kinesin motor protein to alanine
(hereafter called klp5(SwII) and klp6(SwII)). Expression of a
klp5(SwII) mutant restored kinetochore localization of Klp6
during metaphase but failed to rescue the resistance of Dklp5
cells to thiabendazole (TBZ), a microtubule-depolymerizing
agent, and caused Klp6 to spread along the entire length of
the anaphase B spindle in Dklp5 klp6-gfp cells (Figures 4A and
4B). Expression of a klp6(SwII) mutant in Dklp6 klp5-gfp cells
yielded similar results (Figures 4A and 4B). These data suggest
that the motility of the Klp5-Klp6 heterodimer is dependent on
the ATPase activity of both motor heads and is not required for
its association with kinetochores. However, the silencing defect
of Dklp5 and Dklp6 cells is rescued by reintroduction of
klp5(SwII) and klp6(SwII) mutants, respectively (Figures 4C and
4D). Moreover, reintroduction of both klp5(SwII) and klp6(SwII)
mutants into Dklp5 Dklp6 cells fully restored spindle checkpoint
silencing (Figure 4E), indicating that the checkpoint-silencing
function of the Klp5-Klp6 heterodimer is independent of itsmotor
activity.
Association of PP1Dis2 with Klp5-Klp6 Is Required
for Efficient Spindle Checkpoint Silencing
Sequence analyses reveal that Klp5 and Klp6 contain several
potential binding motifs for PP1. Klp5 contains two closely
spaced motifs (residues 681–685 and 692–696), whereas Klp6
contains one motif (residues 672–676) (Figure 5A). All three
motifs are located in the regions of Klp5 and Klp6 that have
been implicated in nuclear localization (Unsworth et al., 2008).
To examine whether Klp5 and Klp6 interact with PP1Dis2
in vitro, we constructed GST-Klp5, GST-Klp5(V683A, F685A,opmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 743
Figure 4. The Motor Activities of Klp5 and Klp6 Are Not Required for Checkpoint Silencing
(A) Serial dilutions reveal that motor-inactive (SwII) klp5 and klp6mutants are unable to rescue the resistance of Dklp5 cells (top panels) and Dklp6 cells (bottom
panels) to TBZ.
(B) Representative images of either metaphase or anaphase B cells from the strains in (A) showing that kinesin-8 heterodimers comprising one fluorescently
tagged protein (green) and one motor-dead (SwII) protein localize to the entire anaphase B spindle. Chromatin is stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 2 mm.
(C–E) The motor-inactive klp5(SwII) and klp6(SwII) mutants are competent for checkpoint silencing. Error bars correspond to standard deviation. nda3-KM311
ark1-as3 cdc13-gfpDklp5 cells (C), nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-gfpDklp6 cells (D), or nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-gfp Dklp5 Dklp6 cells (E) expressing either
wild-type klp5 or klp6 either individually or in combination or expressing motor-inactive klp5(SwII) or klp6(SwII) mutants either individually (C and D) or in
combination (E) were arrested in mitosis, and the percentage of cells with spindle pole-associated Cdc13 (cyclin B) was assessed after the addition of 1NMPP1.
Dashed lines indicate data from control cultures reproduced from a previous figure.
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PP1 Bound to Spc7 and Klp5-Klp6 Silences the SACV694A, F696A) (hereafter GST-Klp5(PP1mut)), GST-Klp6, and
GST-Klp6(V674A, F676A) (hereafter GST-Klp6(PP1mut)) fusion
proteins containing only the tail domains of Klp5 (residues744 Developmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier I631–883) and Klp6 (residues 623–784). These were incubated
in cell lysates from dis2-N3Pk cells, and association of PP1Dis2
with Klp5 and Klp6 was assessed after affinity precipitationnc.
Figure 5. Association of PP1 with Klp5-Klp6
Is Required for Spindle Checkpoint
Silencing
(A) Schematic of S. pombe Klp5 and Klp6 kinesins
showing motor domains (blue), neck linker
domains (green), coiled-coil domains (gray), and
PP1-binding consensus sites (red). Nuclear local-
ization sequences are underlined.
(B) Klp5 and Klp6 bind Dis2 in vitro. GST-Klp5 and
GST-Klp6 fusion proteins or proteins mutated in
both PP1-binding sites in Klp5 and the single site
in Klp6 were mixed with cell extracts of dis2-3Pk
cells. Interaction following affinity precipitation
with GSH-agarose was analyzed by western blot.
Input proteins are shown by Coomassie stain.
(C) Protein alignments showing the homology of
the PP1-binding consensus (highlighted in red) in
kinesin-8 family members from fission and
budding yeast, human, chicken, mouse, frog, and
zebrafish.
(D) Checkpoint-silencing assay in nda3-KM311
ark1-as3 cdc13-gfp cells shows that expression of
klp5(PP1mut) rescues the silencing deficiency of a
Dklp5 mutant and that expression of klp6(PP1mut)
does likewise in a Dklp6 mutant. Error bars
correspond to standard deviation.
(E) Coexpression of both klp5(PP1mut) and
klp6(PP1mut) mutants does not rescue the
silencing defect of a Dklp6 Dklp6 double mutant.
Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
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PP1 Bound to Spc7 and Klp5-Klp6 Silences the SACand western blot. This revealed that wild-type GST-Klp5 and
GST-Klp6 proteins, but not GST-Klp5(PP1mut) or GST-
Klp6(PP1mut) mutant proteins, strongly interact with PP1Dis2
in vitro (Figure 5B). We have been unable to detect association
of PP1Dis2 with Klp5 or Klp6 in vivo because the Klp5 and Klp6
proteins are acutely sensitive to proteolysis in native extracts.
Strikingly, budding yeast KIP3 and human, chicken, mouse,
frog, and zebrafish KIF18A proteins, but not Drosophila Klp67A
or human KIF18B proteins, contain an [RK]X(0-1)VX[FW] motif in
their noncatalytic domains. Moreover, human KIF18A has been
found to interact with the catalytic subunit of PP1a by two-hybrid
analysis (Colland et al., 2004), suggesting that PP1 may asso-
ciate with some, but not all, members of the kinesin-8 family
(Figure 5C).
Next, we directly tested whether association of PP1Dis2 with
Klp5-Klp6 influences spindle checkpoint silencing. Notably,
reintroduction of full-length klp5(PP1mut) gene restored check-
point silencing in Dklp5 cells as did reintroduction of full-length
klp6(PP1mut) in Dklp6 cells, suggesting that binding of PP1Dis2
to either Klp5 or Klp6 is sufficient to satisfy the role of Klp5-Klp6
complex in spindle checkpoint silencing (Figure 5D). Neither
Klp5(PP1mut) nor Klp6(PP1mut) alters the nuclear localization ofDevelopmental Cell 20, 739–7their heterodimer partner (Figure S6).
Importantly, however, expression of
both klp5(PP1mut) and klp6(PP1mut)
mutants failed to rescue the spindle
checkpoint-silencing defect in Dklp5
Dklp6 cells (Figure 5E). These results
indicate that association of PP1 withkinesin-8 motors plays an important role in spindle checkpoint
silencing.
Association of PP1Dis2 with Klp5-Klp6 Is Required for
Chromosome Biorientation and Timely Anaphase Onset
Cells lacking either Klp5 or Klp6 are resistant to TBZ, a microtu-
bule-depolymerizing agent, display a prolonged delay in prome-
taphase and metaphase with highly elongated spindles, and are
essential for viability in the absence of either Bub3 or the Dam1
complex (Figure 3A) (Garcia et al., 2002; Sanchez-Perez et al.,
2005; West et al., 2002). It is presently unclear why mitotic spin-
dles are elongated in the absence of Klp5 and Klp6 because
neither protein displays microtubule depolymerase activity
in vitro (Grissom et al., 2009). To assess the roles of both the
motor activity of the Klp5-Klp6 complex and its ability to asso-
ciate with PP1Dis2 on mitotic progression, we monitored kineto-
chore and spindle pole position and Cdc13 (cyclin B) levels in log
phase cultures of klp5(SwII) klp6(SwII) and klp5(PP1mut)
klp6(PP1mut)mutants.Wefind that bothmutants display a check-
point-mediated delay over the timing of anaphase onset,
although neither effect is as pronounced as that observed in
the complete absence of Klp5 and Klp6 (Figures 6A and 6B).50, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 745
Figure 6. Association of PP1 and the Motor Activity of Klp5-Klp6 Play Distinct Roles in Microtubule Dynamics and the Timing of Anaphase
Onset
(A) Log phase cultures of cdc13-gfp or Dklp5 Dklp6 cdc13-gfp cells, that were either wild-type (mad3+) or lacking mad3 (Dmad3), and expressing either
nothing (+ Empty + Empty) or wild-type copies of both genes (+ klp5 + klp6), or both genes mutated in their respective PP1-binding sites (+ klp5(PP1mut) +
klp6(PP1mut)) or both genes mutated in their respective motor domains (+ klp5(SwII) + klp6(SwII)) were fixed and the percentage of cells with Cdc13 (cyclin B) on
separated spindle poles and spindles assessed. Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
(B) Log phase cultures of fta3-gfp sid4-tdtomato cells orDklp5Dklp6 fta3-gfp sid4-tdtomato cells expressing the same combination of wild-type or mutant alleles
of klp5 and klp6 as in (A) were fixed and the percentage in prometaphase and metaphase (PM + M) assessed. Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
(C) Preanaphase spindle length of individual cells in log phase populations of strains in (B) is plotted. Horizontal bars represent the mean length. Representative
images of preanaphase cells (right panels) showing SPBs (red), kinetochores (green), and chromatin (DAPI, blue). Scale bar, 2 mm.
(D) Log phase cultures ofwild-type or Dklp5 Dklp6 cells expressing the same combination of wild-type or mutant alleles of klp5 and klp6 as in (A) were spotted in
10-fold serial dilutions onto YEA plates containing various concentrations of TBZ and incubated for 3 days at 33C.
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Figure 7. Association of PP1 with Both Klp5-Klp6 and Spc7 Is
Required to Efficiently Silence the Spindle Checkpoint
Spc7 and Klp5-Klp6-bound pools of PP1 combine to efficiently silence the
spindle checkpoint. nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 cdc13-gfp spc7(PP1-DAB) Dklp5
cells were arrested in mitosis and the percentage of cells with spindle pole-
associated Cdc13 (cyclin B) assessed after the addition of 1NMPP1. Dashed
lines indicate data from control cultures reproduced from a previous figure.
Error bars correspond to standard deviation.
Table 1. Association of PP1 with Klp5 and Klp6 Is Required for
Accurate Biorientation
Minichromosome
Loss per Division
Viability
Dbub3 Ddam1
Wild-type 0.08% (±0.03%) ++++ ++++
Dklp6 0.5% (±0.1%)  
Dklp5 Dklp6 + Empty +
Empty
0.4% (±0.3%)  
Dklp5 Dklp6+ klp5 + klp6 0.1% (±0.01%) ++++ ++++
Dklp5 Dklp6 + klp5(PP1mut)+
klp6(PP1mut)
2.1% (±1.2%) + +++
Dklp5 Dklp6+ klp5(SwII)+
klp6(SwII)
ND  
ND, not determined.
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anaphase onset in klp5(SwII) klp6(SwII) mutants, no such defect
is observed in klp5(PP1mut) klp6(PP1mut) mutants, suggesting
that the motor activity of the Klp5-Klp6 complex is responsible
for this phenotype (Figure 6C). Moreover, klp5(SwII) klp6(SwII)
mutants, but not klp5(PP1mut) klp6(PP1mut)mutants, are inviable
in the absence of either Dam1 or Bub3, indicating that the motor
activity of the Klp5-Klp6 complex is important for its mitotic
function (Table 1). Indeed, reintroduction of wild-type klp5 and
klp6 genes, but not reintroduction of klp5(SwII) and klp6(SwII)
mutants, suppressed the resistance of Dklp5 Dklp6 mutants to
TBZ, indicating that this phenotype is also associated with the
motor activity of the Klp5-Klp6 complex (Figure 6D). However,
in stark contrast we find that klp5(PP1mut) klp6(PP1mut) mutants
are hypersensitive to TBZ (more sensitive than wild-type cells),
and that klp5(PP1mut) klp6(PP1mut) cells display a profound
defect in chromosome biorientation (worse than Dklp5 Dklp6
mutants) (Figure 6D and Table 1). These data indicate that both
the motor activity of Klp5-Klp6 and its association with PP1 are
required for normal mitotic progression and, second, that the
Klp5-Klp6-bound pool of PP1 controls both silencing of the
spindle checkpoint and the establishment of chromosome
biorientation.
Spc7 and Klp5-Klp6-Bound Pools of PP1 Coordinate
Spindle Checkpoint Silencing
To examine the relationship between Spc7 and Klp5/Klp6 com-
plex in checkpoint silencing, we constructed a nda3-KM311
ark1-as3 cdc13-GFP spc7(PP1-DAB) Dklp5 double mutant.
These cells arrested normally at the restrictive temperature, indi-
cating that spindle checkpoint activation was intact. However,
on addition of 1NMPP1 we observed little destruction of
Cdc13 in spc7(PP1-DAB) klp5D cells over the course of the
experiment, similar to that seen in the absence of Dis2 (Figure 7),
suggesting that recruitment of PP1 to both Spc7 and kinesin-8
motors is necessary to silence the spindle checkpoint.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we provide direct and compelling evidence that
association of PP1 with the N terminus of Spc7 is required forDevelefficient spindle checkpoint silencing. We define two binding
motifs for PP1 in the Spc7 kinetochore protein and show that
deletion of both motifs abolishes binding of PP1Dis2 to Spc7
and slows destruction of cyclin B (Cdc13) following chemical
inactivation of Aurora B kinase (Ark1) in mitotically arrested
nda3-KM311 cells. The phenotype of these spc7-PP1-binding
mutants can only be studied in cells that contain an additional
C-terminally truncated allele of spc7 that cannot contact kineto-
chores. This is because deletion of either the RRVSF or KGILK
motifs by themselves, or in combination, is lethal. Strikingly,
the lethality caused by deletion of the RRVSF motif in Spc7 is
rescued by deletion of either mad2 or mad3. This is consistent
with a role for this pool of PP1Dis2 in spindle checkpoint inactiva-
tion. However, the lethality caused by deletion of the KGILKmotif
or both motifs in Spc7 is not rescued by deletion of either mad2
ormad3, suggesting that association of PP1Dis2 with the KGILK-
binding site plays other essential mitotic functions, such as
stabilizing microtubule-kinetochore interactions. Further work
will be necessary to determine whether association of PP1Dis2
with both the KGILK and RRVSF motifs coordinately stabilizes
microtubule-kinetochore interaction and inactivates checkpoint
silencing or whether these two binding sites differentially control
these activities.
Because association of PP1Dis2 with Spc7 is not sufficient to
fully silence the spindle checkpoint in our assay, we employed
a genetic screen to identify additional silencing factors. Our
data strongly indicate that the Klp5-Klp6 kinesin heterodimer
acts in conjunction with Spc7-PP1 to efficiently silence the
spindle checkpoint in fission yeast (Figure 7). Importantly, both
Klp5 and Klp6 bind PP1Dis2 in vitro and contain several con-
sensus PP1-binding sites that are necessary for the function of
the Klp5-Klp6 complex in checkpoint silencing and the timing
of anaphase onset in vivo. These data demonstrate that a kine-
sin-8 family member binds PP1 and, moreover, that at least
two different pools of PP1 are required for efficient spindle
checkpoint silencing. Additionally, we have identified PP1-
binding motifs in many other members of the kinesin-8 family,opmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 747
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KIF18A interacts with the catalytic subunit of PP1a by two-hybrid
analysis, suggesting that the spindle checkpoint-silencing func-
tion of kinesin-8 motors may be conserved (Colland et al., 2004).
We are currently testing this possibility in human cells.
Members of the kinesin-8 family are plus end-directed molec-
ularmotors that concentrate at kinetochores during earlymitosis.
Deletion or knockdown of kinesin-8 function causes increased
spindle length, resistance to microtubule-depolymerizing drugs
(at least in yeast), altered kinetochore dynamics, defective chro-
mosome congression, and a delay or block in anaphase onset
(Mayr et al., 2007; Stumpff et al., 2008). Although budding yeast
KIP3 is a microtubule depolymerase in vitro (Gupta et al., 2006;
Varga et al., 2006, 2009), this activity cannot be detected for
Klp5 and Klp6 (Grissom et al., 2009) and remains unclear for
human KIF18A (Du et al., 2010; Peters et al., 2010). Nevertheless,
we find that cells expressing a motor-defective Klp5-Klp6
complex display most of the phenotypes associated with Dklp5
and Dklp6 cells, indicating that motor activity is important for
kinesin-8 function. Despite this we find that the motor activity of
Klp5-Klp6 is not required for spindle checkpoint silencing in the
absence of microtubules. In stark contrast, cells expressing a
Klp5-Klp6 complex that is unable to bind PP1 are highly sensitive
tomicrotubule-depolymerizing agents, display aprofounddefect
in the establishment of chromosome biorientation, and are also
delayed in anaphase onset but have normal metaphase spindle
length. This suggests that the kinesin-8-PP1 complex contains
two distinct activities that coordinate chromosome biorientation
and spindle checkpoint signaling.
During earlymitosis, association of PP1gwith theN terminus of
KNL-1/Blinkin is prevented by phosphorylation of the serine
residue in the RRVSF motif by Aurora B kinase (Liu et al., 2010).
The application of tension between sister chromatids pulls the
outer kinetochore away from Aurora B kinase, which is located
at the inner centromere. This allows dephosphorylation of this
residue and the association of PP1g. It is tempting to speculate,
based on the results presented in this paper, that association of
PP1 with the Spc7/Blinkin/KNL-1 family of kinetochore proteins
coordinately stabilizes tension-bearing microtubule-kinetochore
attachments and inactivates the spindle checkpoint. Indeed, our
preliminary evidence suggests thatmimicking phosphorylation in
theRRVSFmotif of Spc7abrogates bindingof PP1 to this site and
hinders checkpoint silencing (J.C.M. and J.B.A.M., unpublished
data). However,mutation of this residue to alanine does not over-
ride the spindle checkpoint in nda3-KM311 cells, suggesting that
Aurora B kinase does not prevent silencing of the checkpoint
simply by preventing association of PP1 with this motif (J.C.M.
and J.B.A.M., unpublished data). Our data raise the possibility
that deregulation of both Spc7-PP1 and Klp5-Klp6-PP1 path-
ways is needed to override the spindle checkpoint. Association
of PP1Dis2 with the Klp5-Klp6 complex or association of the
Klp5-Klp6-PP1 complex with kinetochores could be regulated
by Aurora B kinase. However, the regions surrounding the PP1-
bindingmotifs in Klp5 and Klp6 do not contain consensus Aurora
B sites, and althoughKlp5binds the kinetochore duringmitosis, it
is unclear whether this is important for checkpoint silencing
because association of Klp5 with kinetochores is microtubule
dependent (Garcia et al., 2002). Indeed, we note that the kinetics
of checkpoint silencing by the Spc7-PP1 and Klp5-Klp6-PP1748 Developmental Cell 20, 739–750, June 14, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ipathways is quite different. Whereas Spc7-PP1 is required at
early time points, the Klp5-Klp6-PP1 pathway is only required
at later time points. One possibility is that, in the absence of
microtubules, the Spc7-PP1 pathway acts rapidly at the kineto-
chore, whereas Klp5-Klp6-PP1 may act more slowly to dephos-
phorylate key targets, such as Mad3, in the nucleoplasm.
Regardless, we contend that the Klp5-Klp6-PP1 complex is nor-
mally likely to silence the spindle checkpoint at the microtubule-
kinetochore interface because this is where it concentrates
during early mitosis.
We previously demonstrated that dissociation of the MCC
from APC/C requires PP1 activity (Vanoosthuyse and Hardwick,
2009). However, to our knowledge, the key targets of PP1 in
triggering inactivation of the spindle checkpoint remain unknown
in both fission yeast and other systems. In principle these
substrates could include core components of the kinetochore
(such as Ndc80), spindle checkpoint proteins (such as Mad1,
Mad2, or Mad3), or the APC/C itself. It is particularly interesting
in this regard that Bub1 and BubR1 checkpoint proteins asso-
ciate with the N terminus of Blinkin/KNL-1 in human cells, and
this is thought to be required for spindle checkpoint activation
(Kiyomitsu et al., 2007, 2011). However, we found that associa-
tion of Bub1 with the fission yeast kinetochore is dependent on
Bub3 and that Dbub3mutants have a robust spindle checkpoint
(Vanoosthuyse et al., 2009). Instead,Dbub3mutants are partially
defective in spindle checkpoint silencing, arguing that kineto-
chore association of Bub1 is important for spindle checkpoint
inactivation. One possibility is that Spc7-bound Bub1 and/or
Bub3 may provide a docking site for the MCC at kinetochores
to allow it to be dephosphorylated by Spc7-PP1 and/or the
Klp5-Klp6-PP1 complex. Clearly, in the future it will be important
to determine whether the Spc7-bound and Klp5-Klp6-bound
pools of PP1 dephosphorylate the same or different targets
andwhat influence this has on the checkpoint-silencing process.
It is necessary to point out that the checkpoint-silencing assay
we have employed is performed in the absence of microtubules,
so we cannot assess the contribution of microtubule-dependent
checkpoint-silencing pathways, should they exist in fission
yeast. Although dynein is not required for checkpoint silencing
in fission yeast (Courtheoux et al., 2007), dynein-dependent
stripping of Mad2 from kinetochores plays a key role in spindle
checkpoint silencing in animal cells (Howell et al., 2001).
However, because binding of dynein to the mammalian kineto-
chore is dependent on phosphorylation (Whyte et al., 2008),
it is possible that dynein-dependent stripping of checkpoint
proteins is triggered by the tension-dependent recruitment of
PP1 to kinetochores. Additionally, metazoa may employ check-
point-silencing pathways that are not present in fungi. For
example an Aurora/PP1 phosphorylation switch modulates
CENP-E motor activity in mammalian cells where it is required
for both chromosome congression and stable microtubule
capture by those chromosomes (Kim et al., 2010). Because
CENP-E binds the kinetochore through BubR1 (Mao et al.,
2005), binding of CENP-E to PP1 may also play a direct role in
spindle checkpoint inactivation. Regardless, we propose that
association of PP1 with both Spc7 kinetochore protein and
kinesin-8 motors is the primary and evolutionarily conserved
mechanism that inactivates the spindle checkpoint in all
eukaryotes.nc.
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Checkpoint-Silencing Assay
The checkpoint-silencing assays were performed as previously described
(Vanoosthuyse and Hardwick, 2009); any modifications are detailed below.
Mid-log ark1-as3 cdc13-GFP nda3-KM311 cells were arrested in early mitosis
in liquid cultures by shifting to 18C for 6 hr. The culture was divided in two, and
DMSO or 5 mM 1NMPP1 was added. Cells (900 ml) were fixed in 3.7% formal-
dehyde for 10 min and mounted in medium containing DAPI (to label DNA).
Two hundred to 300 cells were analyzed for both treatment conditions
(DMSOor 1NMPP1) for each timepoint. Each experimentwas repeated at least
three times. Where required, strains were synchronized via lactose gradient
and early G2 cells washed and blocked at 18C for 6 hr prior to addition of
5 mM 1NMPP1. Only cultures in which at least 85% of the cells had arrested
inmitosiswere used.Data are presented as the percentageof cellswith spindle
pole-associatedCdc13 relative to that at time zero. DMSOcontrols are not pre-
sented, but the difference in the percentage of cells with Cdc13-gfp on SPBs
between time zero and 60 min post-addition was uniformly less than 3%. Error
bars correspond to standard deviation throughout.
MCC-APC/C Association Assay
nda3-KM311 ark1-as3 lid1-tapmad2-gfpmad3-gfp cells were arrested in early
mitosis by incubation at 18C for 6 hr. Following addition of 5 mM 1NMPP1,
cells were harvested, and proteins were extracted in lysis buffer (Vanoos-
thuyse and Hardwick, 2009). Extracts were incubated for 30 min with IgG-
coupled Dynabeads, which bind to Lid1-TAP. The immunoprecipitated
complexes were washed three times with lysis buffer and once with PBS con-
taining 0.02% Tween 20. Immunoprecipitated complexes were analyzed by
immunoblot with a sheep anti-GFP antibody.
ChIP Analysis of PP1Dis2
ChIP analysis was performed as previously described (Vanoosthuyse et al.,
2009). See Supplemental Information for further details.
Plasmid and Strain Construction
Construction of spc7, klp5, and klp6 mutant alleles and GST-fusion proteins
are detailed in Supplemental Information. A full list of strains used in this study
can be found in Table S1.
Protein Expression and Purification
To obtain GST-Spc7, GST-Klp5, and GST-Klp6 proteins, pHGGWA-based
expression vectors were transformed into E. coli BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIL
cells (Agilent Technologies). One liter cultures (1:100 dilution of an overnight
culture containing 100 mg/ml ampicillin and 170 mg/ml chloramphenicol)
were grown in LB medium at 37C. The cultures containing 100 mg/ml ampi-
cillin were induced with 0.5 mM IPTG (at OD595 0.4–0.8) and shifted to 18
C
for 8–15 hr. Cells were then pelleted, frozen, and ground in a mortar under
liquid nitrogen. Cell powders were resuspended in ice-cold lysis buffer (PBS
containing 0.5% Tween 20, 0.5 M NaCl, 1 mM Pefabloc [Roche Applied
Science] and LPC (10 mg/ml leupeptin/pepstatin/chymostatin [Roche Applied
Science]), complete EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablets (Roche
Applied Science). After sonicating three times for 20 s with 20 s intervals
(Sonics, Vibra-Cell), DNAase and lysozyme were added and the lysates incu-
bated at room temperature for 15–20 min. The lysates were centrifuged for
15 min at 17,500 rpm, and the recombinant proteins were bound to Gluta-
thione-Agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) resin. After two washes with PBS containing
0.05% Tween 20, 0.25 M KCl, 0.5 mM DTT, and one wash without Tween
20, recombinant proteins were used immediately for in vitro binding assay.
In Vitro Binding Assay
Log phase dis2-N3Pk cells were lysed in TEN buffer (300 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM
EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], and EDTA-free protease inhibitor mini tablets
[Roche]). After adjusting to 5 mMMgCl2 and 10 mg/ml DNase I, the lysate was
incubated for 30 min at 4C and then homogenized with glass beads in a Fast-
Prep (MP Biomedicals). The lysate was then centrifuged at 4C for 15 min at
13,000 rpm and the pellet discarded. Purified GST-fusion proteins were added
to the cell lysate and incubated in the presence of glutathione-agarose beads
(Sigma) at 4C for 3 hr. Beadswere then washed three times in TEN buffer, andDevelproteins were eluted by boiling in 23 SDS-PAGE sample buffer. Samples were
analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting using antibodies at 1:1000 dilu-
tion in TBS +0.05% Tween 20 containing 5% dried skimmed milk. PK-tagged
proteins were detected with mouse anti-V5 (AbD Serotec).
Yeast Two-Hybrid Analysis
The Matchmaker GAL4 Two-Hybrid System 3 (Clontech) was used to conduct
yeast two-hybrid experiments. See Supplemental Information for further
experimental details.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Fluorescence imaging of cells expressing Gfp or Tdtomato-tagged proteins
was performed on a Nikon TE-2000 inverted microscope with a 1003 1.49
N.A. objective lens equipped with a Photometrics Coolsnap-HQ2 liquid cooled
CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). Images were collected and analyzed
using MetaMorph (version 7.5.2.0 MAG; Biosystems Software). Exposure
times of 1 s were used for both GFP and Tdtomato and 0.25 s for DAPI.
Measurement of Preanaphase Mitotic Index
Mid-log phase cdc13-gfp, fta3-gfp sid4-tdtomato, ormis12-gfp sid4-tdtomato
strains were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 10 min and mounted in medium
containing DAPI (to label DNA). Stacks of 18 z-sections (0.2 mm apart) were
taken, and projected images were made for each time point followed by inten-
sity adjustments. The percentage of cells with Cdc13-GFP on the SPBs and
mitotic spindle or the percentage of cells with kinetochores between sepa-
rated SPBs prior to anaphase was determined. For each experiment at least
400 cells were counted, and each experiment was conducted at least three
times. Error bars correspond to standard deviation throughout.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes six figures, two tables, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, and Supplemental References and can be found
with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.devcel.2011.05.008.
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